
 Protest
 Protest by RC
 Protest by PC
 Protest by TC

 Request to Reopen
 Reopening by PC
 Request for Redress
 Request for Redress by RC

1. Event Name: Italian J70 Cup - Italian Championship Open
Protest On: 2022-07-15
Race No: 2nd race , first start

2. Hearing Type

3. Protestor
J 70 - MON 1478 - Sailing Racing Team - POMPEE LOIC

4. Protestees
1. J 70 - ITA 666 - ABNORMAL

5. Incident
Time Place: First start ( general recall) 30sec before the start
Rules: 11
Witnesses:

6. Informing Protestee
 Hail:

Hail When: Imediatly
Hail Comment: 666 protest

 Red Flag:
Red Flag Comment Imediatly

 Other:
Other Comment:

7. Description Of Incident

2 minutes before the start we were leeward of 666, with 5m of distance, we were both upwind
close to the wind of starboard, time goes, and 666 getting closer and closer of us so we start
healing them to keep clear , 666 still come closer and closer we continue to heal them to keep
clear, we start to going forward of them we try to manage a safe distance between them and us
but we have same boat leeward us that we have to keep clear, and around 45sec before the start,
666 try to bare away behind us, but they hit us at our starboard back, for us to tack with the
possibilty to do an other thing to keep clear, and because of this tack we hit the windward boat
with our spinnaker pool, start was a general recall, so we look at all our boat to see the damage,
and we notice that our spinnaker pool was damaged, we try to fix it and did the race number 2 but
at the second top mark the spinnaker pool break when we hoist the kite and we did the last
downwind without the kite and managed to finish race number 2 and have to go at the harbor for
the rest of the day and fix it.

8. Damage Or Injury

Because of the contact with the nose of the boat number 666 at our starboard back of our boat we
tack without any possibility to do an other thing, and we hit an windward boat with our spinnaker
pool and damaged it... We try to fix it after the general recall but it brake at the second top mark
when we try to hoist the kite and do the race
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